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a b s t r a c t
Background: Scarce information is available regarding the long-term immunogenicity of the Sputnik V
vaccine. Here Sputnik V vaccinated subjects were evaluated 6 months after receiving the 2-dose primeboost schedule.
Methods: Eighty-six hospital workers from Venezuela, 32 with a previous COVID-19 infection and 54
SARS-CoV-2 naïve subjects, were enrolled. IgG antibodies levels against the wild-type Receptor Binding
Domain (RBD) were measured in an ELISA and with an in vitro ACE2-surrogate RBD binding inhibition
assay at day 42 and day 180 after receiving the second dose. IgG levels were expressed in BAU/ml. Binding
inhibition antibodies were expressed in IU/ml.
Results: On average, RBD-IgG levels decreased by approximately 50% between the two time-points in the
COVID-19 naïve cohort (geometric mean concentration (GMC) 675 BAU/mL vs. 327 BAU/ml) and decreased
by approximately 25% in the previously infected cohort (GMC 1209 BAU/mL vs 910 BAU/ml). Within our
cohort, 94% showed a “good to excellent” neutralizing activity measured with the in vitro test 6 months
after vaccination.
Conclusions: The Sputnik V vaccine provided long-term and durable humoral immunity in our cohort
specially if a person has been both vaccinated and had a previous infection with SARS-CoV-2.
© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of International Society for Infectious Diseases.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/)

Introduction
The introduction of SARS-CoV-2 vaccines has played a crucial
role in reducing the spread of SARS-CoV-2 and the severity of
COVID-19. These vaccines induce viral-speciﬁc humoral and cellular immunity that protect against serious illness, hospitalization,
or death. Most vaccines target the spike protein as it has been
demonstrated that this glycoprotein can induce a protective immune response (Yang et al., 2020). Consequently, most immunity
studies have focused on the role of anti-spike binding antibodies in vaccine-induced protection, while the role of T-cell immunity is less well characterized, although pre-existing T-cell immunity to SARS-CoV-2 has been documented (Sette and Croty, 2020;
Grifoni et al., 2020; Echeverria et al., 2021). Antibody responses
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against the receptor binding domain (RBD) of the spike protein
are considered the most important antibodies because they neutralize the virus and impair the virus in its attempt to bind to
cell receptors and consequentially play an essential role in protection against reinfection (Wagner et al., 2021; Cromer et al., 2022;
Pallett et al., 2021; Bergwerk et al., 2021; Khoury et al., 2021). For
eﬃcient protection the duration of the antibody response is of major importance, however, early after the introduction of vaccines, it
was shown that over time the humoral response to vaccines begins to wane. In a study in Estonia, individuals who received the
Pﬁzer vaccine showed RBD IgG levels at six months that were only
from 2 to 25% of their peak levels, detected after the second dose
(Naaber et al., 2021). A study in the USA showed that the binding
titers of the RBD protein of the Moderna vaccine assessed with an
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), six months after receiving the second dose, had decreased by approximately a factor
of 10 (Doria-Rose et al., 2021). Another study in Israel showed that
at 8 months after Pﬁzer and Moderna vaccination, the RBD-speciﬁc
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binding antibody titers elicited by the vaccines were respectively a
factor of 29 and 17 lower than the peak titers (Collier et al., 2021).
Directly associated with the declining humoral immune response of the vaccines, it has been demonstrated in several studies that there is a growing risk of breakthrough infections (Khoury
et al., 2021; Feng et al., 2021) and a decrease in RBD titers over
time increases the risk of reinfection. In Israel, among fully vaccinated health care workers, SARS-CoV-2 breakthrough infections
were documented in those with lower antibody levels (Bergwerk et
al., 2021). In US veterans, vaccine effectiveness declined, decreasing
from 87.9% to 48.1% in approximately 6 months after vaccination.
Declines were greatest for the Janssen vaccine followed by Pﬁzer–
BioNTech and Moderna (Cohn et al., 2021). These ﬁndings were
consistent with the better neutralizing antibody response observed
following vaccination with Moderna or Pﬁzer-BioNtech compared
to Janssen vaccines (Tada et al., 2022). Moreover, the antibody response to SARS-CoV-2 vaccination is related to the immune status
of the vaccinated subject and declined rapidly in persons receiving dialysis, with higher odds for breakthrough infection in subjects with a lower antibody response against the RBD (Anand et
al., 2021).
Here, we aimed to evaluate the long-term IgG antibody response against the nucleocapsid protein (NP) and the receptor
binding domain (RBD) of the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 in a
cohort of 86 hospital workers from Venezuela at 6 weeks and 6
months after their second doses of the Sputnik V vaccine. With
serology, we divided this population into individuals with previous
SARS-CoV-2 seroconversion (presence of IgG against NP), individuals with no previous history of SARS-CoV-2 infection or disease
(IgG negative against NP), and breakthrough infection (NP converters after the second vaccine dose). We compared previously SARSCoV-2-infected with NP antibody-negative individuals and we described the durability of vaccine-induced antibodies against wildtype SARS-CoV-2. A WHO standard serum pool was used to normalize antibody levels measured in an ELISA in Binding Antibody
Units (BAU/ml) and in International Units (IU) for a SARS-CoV2 surrogate virus RBD binding inhibition assay (Kristiansen et al.,
2021; Tan et al., 2020)

the ELISA results were expressed in S/P values, after the release of
the WHO standard serum for SARS-CoV-2 IgG antibodies, the ELISA
was standardized against the ﬁrst WHO international standard for
anti-SARS-CoV2 immunoglobulin (NIBSC code: 20/136), and the results in the present study are expressed in Binding Antibody Units
per milliliter (BAU/ml) (Kristiansen et al., 2021).
Determination of neutralizing antibodies
The serum samples at day 42 and day 180 after vaccination
were also used to quantify binding inhibition antibodies developed
upon vaccination using a commercial kit (ACE2-RBD Neutralization
Assay DIA.PRO, Italy). This ELISA determines the inhibition of the
binding of antibodies present in the serum samples between the
ACE2 receptor and RBD. For this purpose, the microtiter plates are
coated with SARS-CoV-2 wild-type recombinant glycosylated RBD.
The ﬁrst step was to incubate the samples, allowing anti-RBDSpike antibodies, if present, to bind to the antigen. After washing,
free glycosylated RBD on the plate was determined by the addition of recombinant ACE2 biotinylated antigen that will bind to the
antigen only when RBD-speciﬁc antibodies do not block the antigen. After washing and incubating with Streptavidin-HRP, a color
was generated with a TMB-H2 O2 substrate. A strong yellow color
indicates no or few neutralizing antibodies present. No color development means that the whole antigen has been blocked by antibodies and consequently a high titer of neutralizing antibodies. The
assay has been calibrated against the WHO international standard
for SARS-CoV-2 antibodies and neutralizing antibody levels are expressed as International Units per milliliter (IU/ml)
Statistical analysis
Violin plots and statistical calculations were performed with the
R software package. A Welch two sample t-test was performed
to compare IgG-RBD antibodies between different groups. A linear regression model was ﬁtted between RBD binding inhibition
antibody concentrations (IU/ml) and anti-RBD IgG concentrations
(BAU/ml) to ﬁnd the equivalent classiﬁcation cutoffs for IU/ml in
terms of BAU/ml.

Material and methods
Ethical considerations
Participants
Hospital Vargas de Caracas’ ethics committee approved the
study and participants gave oral and written permission for an interview and to use their blood samples for serological studies regarding SARS-CoV-19 infection and the immune response against
the Sputnik V vaccine.

The 86 hospital workers in this study were vaccinated with two
doses of Sputnik V vaccine in the period between February and
March 2021. The demographic data of 84 of the subjects can be
found in a previous publication from our laboratory. Also, IgG responses against SARS-CoV-2 anti-NP and the RBD of the Spike protein on the day of the ﬁrst vaccine dose, at day 21 after receiving the second dose, and day 42 after receiving the second dose
were reported previously (Claro et al., 2021). About 180 days (6
months) after the second vaccine dose, blood samples were taken
from these subjects and the serum samples were used to quantify
again the IgG concentration against NP and RBD of the spike protein and compared with the IgG levels 42 days after the second
vaccine dose. Previous infection with SARS-CoV-2 in our subjects
was serologically deﬁned as NP positive (> 40 BAU/ml) at any time
point or anti-RBD positive before vaccination.

Results
Study Participants
The 86 participants in this study had been fully vaccinated with
two doses of the Sputnik vaccine between February and March
2021. Their ages ranged from 21 to 76 with a mean age of 41±13.2,
and 49 (57%) were women. At least one chronic condition was reported by 30% of individuals: hypertension (17 individuals), diabetes (4), and asthma (5).
The study participants could be divided into three groups based
on interviews and serology for the NP antigen; never infected (47
individuals, all negative for NP antibodies), infected before the second dose (32 individuals, all NP antibodies positives), and individuals who got infected during the period between 45- and 180days post-vaccination (7 individuals, seroconverts for NP antibodies). The presence of antibodies against NP indicated previous infection as all participants were vaccinated with Sputnik, which

IgG antibodies against RBD and NP
An in-house ELISA was used that has been described earlier
(Claro et al., 2021) using as capture antigen the native SARS-CoV-2
Receptor Binding Domain (RBD) and the Nucleocapsid protein (NP)
of the SARS-CoV-2 virus (MyBioSource cat. numbers MBS8574742
and MBS8574741, respectively). Although in the earlier publication
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Figure 1. Violin Plots showing the distribution of the IgG levels in subgroups A (never infected or naïve for COVID-19; 47 individuals), B (previously infected: 32 individuals),
and C (breakthrough infection after the second dose; 7 individuals) at day 42 and day 180 after the second vaccine dose with the Sputnik V vaccine. IgG levels against the
NP and RBD protein are expressed in BAU/ml. A positive antibody response or a good virus neutralization activity (dotted line) is deﬁned as a titer with a IU/ml of at least
100 IU. Excellent virus neutralization is deﬁned as 400 BAU/ml (dashed line). See also the subsection “Determination of neutralizing antibodies.”

only induces antibodies against the spike protein. Moreover, interviews with these participants revealed that 47 never showed any
signs or symptoms compatible with COVID-19 or tested negative
with an RT-PCR. The other 32 had been diagnosed with COVID19 before vaccination and had NP antibodies before vaccination or
when the second dose of the vaccine was applied. The 7 breakthrough COVID-19 cases, NP negative 42 days after the second vaccine dose, reported mild COVID-19 symptoms.

IgA). The ﬁrst international standard WHO 20/136 for anti-SARSCoV-2 was used to quantify binding inhibition antibodies to RBD,
and these antibody levels were expressed in International Units per
milliliter (IU/ml).
We performed a linear regression to model the relationship between binding inhibition antibody concentrations (IU/ml) and antiRBD IgG concentrations (BAU/ml). The resulting model was a fairly
good ﬁt for values lower than 900 IU (adjusted-R²=0.8365). For
strongly positive samples with a result higher than 900 BAU/ml,
the sample should be diluted for a more accurate diagnostic determination of antibody levels. For vaccine studies, this pseudo neutralizing antibody test considers 10-100 WHO IU/ml to be a moderate neutralizing activity, 10 0-40 0 IU as good, and >40 0 as an
excellent neutralizing activity. We determined the equivalent cutoffs corresponding to 100 and 400 IU/ml in terms of BAU/ml using the model we ﬁtted, the resulting cutoffs were 326-411 BAU/ml
for a moderate neutralizing activity, 411-694 BAU for good neutralizing activity and > 694 BAU for an excellent neutralizing activity. These values are indicated in Figure 1 with dotted and dashed
lines. In the uninfected participants at day 42, 91% had good to
excellent neutralizing activity (>411 BAU/ml) with 3 participants
showing moderate neutralizing activity (>326 BAU/ml) and one
showing poor neutralizing activity with 211 BAU/ml. After 180
days post-vaccination, the neutralizing activity for COVID-19 naive
participants was at least "moderate" for 55% of the participants,
with 38% being “good” or “excellent”. 45% of the participants had
BAU/ml levels under 326. For the previously infected cohort and
breakthrough infections, the test classiﬁed all individuals 180 days
post-vaccination as having good or excellent neutralization activity
(>411 IU/ml).

Assessment of SARS-CoV-2 antibodies at day 42 and day 180 after
vaccination
See Figure 1 for the distribution of IgG antibody levels against
RBD and NP and expressed in BAU/ml at day 42 and day 180.
IgG-RBD antibodies were higher in the previously infected participants in comparison with the COVID-19 naïve cohort (Figure 1B
and 1A respectively). In both groups, a decline in IgG-RBD antibodies occurred 6 months after vaccination, though antibody values remained signiﬁcantly higher in the previously infected cohort
(p < 0.01). Considering the 7 patients that got infected somewhere
between day 45 and day 180 after vaccination (Figure 1C), a considerable rise in RBD and NP antibodies levels is seen at day 180.
On average, RBD IgG levels decreased by approximately 50% between these two time-points in the “never infected” cohort (geometric mean concentration [GMC] 675 BAU/mL [95% CI, 610-747]
vs. 327 BAU/ml [95% CI, 283-377]) and with approximately 25% in
the previously infected cohort (GMC 1209 BAU/mL [95% CI,11611259] vs. 910 BAU/ml [95% CI, 816-1051]). The break-through cases
showed an increase in antibody response in both IgG against NP
and IgG against RBD (GMC 910 BAU/ml [95% CI, 816-1051] vs. GMC
1209 BAU/mL [95% CI, 1161-1259].

Discussion

Determination of neutralizing antibodies

This longitudinal study determined the humoral immunity induced by Sputnik V vaccination during a 6-month follow-up. We
showed that IgG levels declined over a period of 6 months. We
also showed a signiﬁcant difference in anti-SARS-CoV-2 antibody
levels between COVID-19-naïve subjects and subjects who had recovered from COVID-19 prior to vaccination. IgG levels 6 months

We compared anti-SARS-CoV-2 spike RBD IgG antibody concentrations with an ACE2-RBD Neutralization Assay (DIA.PRO, Italy).
This in vitro surrogate virus RBD binding inhibition assay detects
total neutralizing anti-S1 SARS-CoV-2 antibodies (IgG, IgM, and
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after vaccination in most disease-naïve subjects stayed above 100
BAU/m (only two participants saw their antibody levels lower to
98 and 96 BAU/ml). Moreover, 19 (40%) of the COVID-19 naïve
participants in this study had IgG-RBD antibodies above the 400
BAU/ml level. After 6 months, all of the previously COVID-19 infected subjects had IgG-RBD antibodies above that same level. We
compared anti-SARS-CoV-2 RBD-IgG antibody concentrations and
antibody-mediated surrogate neutralization of spike-angiotensinconverting enzyme (ACE2) receptor binding in vitro and we found a
good agreement between IU/ml obtained by this assay and BAU/ml
results of our COVID-19 RBD IgG kit for values between 50 and
900 BAU/ml with a linear regression analysis. With this correlation study, we conﬁrmed high levels of agreement between results
obtained by a pseudo-virus RBD binding inhibition assay and our
COVID-19 RBD IgG kit. We therefore assumed that our ELISA can be
used to determine if the concentration of IgG-RBD antibodies, the
immunogenic protein measured with our ELISA, has a virus neutralizing effect.
Correlates of protection against SARS-CoV-2 infection in humans have not yet been established and are arbitrarily assigned
in the commercial kit as 100 and 400 BAU/ml being a “good” and
“excellent” RBD binding inhibition activity respectively. In a study
from France, 141 BAU/ml is thought to be high enough for a protection/vaccine eﬃcacy against SARS-CoV-2 infection of approximately 90% (Dimeglio et al., 2022). Out of our 47 Sputnik V vaccinated COVID-19 naïve subjects, after 6 months, only 2 had IgG-BRD
antibodies under this threshold. As suggested in another study,
165 BAU/ml and 506 BAU/ml respectively are thought to be high
enough for a vaccine eﬃcacy of 70% and 80% against symptomatic
infection (Feng et al., 2021;). Out of the 47 COVID naïve participants, after 6 months 3 had had antibody levels of < 165 BAU/ml
in this study and 8 had antibody levels of > 506 BAU/ml. Concerning the previously infected cohort, all had antibody levels of
> 165 BAU/ml and only 2 out of the 32 had BRD antibody levels
of < 506 BAU/ml (respectively 440 and 454 BAU/ml). All breakthrough infections (7 subjects) showed BRD-IgG levels of > 600
BAU/ml.
To the best of our knowledge, only two other studies have explored the waning or persistence of antibodies elicited in time to
the Sputnik V vaccine, both in Argentina. Comparable with our
study, a longitudinal analysis of 118 volunteers vaccinated with the
two-dose regimen of Sputnik V also showed that IgG levels declined over a period of 6 months. The GM of IgG anti-spike antibodies for the group that was NP seronegative (COVID-19 naïve)
at baseline (N = 88) in that study declined from 758 (CI95%, 574–
1001) at day 42 (comparable with our study) to 73 (CI95%, 50–108)
at day 180 (lower than in our study) after the initial vaccination
(Chahla et al., 2022). We did not evaluate the immune response for
SARS-CoV-2 variants but another study in Argentina, using a cohort
of 118 volunteers, evaluated the humoral response for 6 months
after Sputnik V vaccination and showed that the neutralizing potency of antibodies was maintained for all SARS-CoV-2 variants analyzed (Gonzales et al., 2022).

Limitations of this study
Insuﬃcient data regarding comorbid conditions of the participants were available and were not included in the study, which
could have resulted in confounding the interpretation of results regarding waning humoral immunity. SARS-CoV-2 variants have been
classiﬁed by the WHO based on increased transmissibility and/or
pathogenicity (Technical Advisory group, WHO, 2022). These variants have not been tested in the ELISA or the RBD binding inhibition assay. Also, our study did not access cell-mediated immunity
and all of the subjects were hospital workers at relatively high risk
of infection and reinfection. Moreover, the numbers in our study
are small and the results need to be conﬁrmed in larger, more
diverse populations, with more power regarding sample size and
across demographic and clinical subgroups (immune suppressed)
that are known to exhibit variation in antibody response following
vaccination.
The added value of this study
Although long-term follow-up of COVID-19 vaccines has been
evaluated in several studies, most of the research efforts were dedicated to the Pﬁzer, AstraZeneca, Jansen, and Moderna vaccines. Regarding the Sputnik V vaccine, there is scarce information in the
scientiﬁc literature. With this publication, we intend to ﬁll this
gap in knowledge. Our research adds descriptive data concerning
the anti-RBD IgG immune response after Sputnik V vaccination in
the context of both natural infection with COVID-19 as well as
vaccination-induced immunity. We present data for a prolonged
follow-up period of 180 days of serology with IgG levels expressed
in BAU/ml, as is currently recommended by the WHO for universal
comparison.
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Conclusions
Our results showed that despite an expected decline in binding titers and neutralizing antibodies, the Sputnik V vaccine has
the potential to provide durable humoral immunity for at least 6
months. For the COVID-19 naïve cohort, after 6 months, the GMC
of RBD-IgG antibodies was 327 BAU/ml and 40% had RBD-IgG levels above 400 BAU/ml. The GMC of-RBD-IgG antibodies in previously infected people was 910 BAU/ml with all subjects with an
BAU of > 400. Moreover, 94% of both cohort showed a good to excellent neutralizing activity in an in vitro test.
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